
Penguin Books use of strict grid initially 
implemented by Tschishold. Carried forward by 
Marber in Crime series (green) and throughout 
catalogue in 1960s and 1970s



John Berger and Bruno Munari included in Penguin 
Art series which is a looser structure. John Berger 
design was controversial in that it mixed images 
and text in a way not seen before.
Penguin Great Ideas does not follow a strict 
grid, rather a consistent design strategy of using 
typography suggestive of original publication of the 
material and a quotation from the text.
Great Food series again follows a strategy of 
illustration which is suggestive of the text and the 
period but maintains a series consistency



Thames & Hudson World of Art series. Clear 
vertical grid structure and consistent use of the 
rectangle device with small illustration. Consistent 
type hierarchy gives a series feel.



Pocket Canons from Canongate reprinted parts of 
the Bible in individual volumes. Clear grid structure 
to the covers with consisent bled photography 
gives the series consistency



New York Review of Books European Literature 
series. Initial design was grey series with 
illustration with asymetric layout. Each book was 
numbered.  Following feedback from sales force, 
series reintroduced with centred text box, colour 
for spines and hierarchy of typography and bled 
image or illustration on cover. On shelf, there is 
a series feel but each book stands alone as an 
individual work



Bloomsbury pocket volumes and Faber & Faber 
poetry both adopt an illustrative approach with 
consisentency of positioning of title, author etc to 
give a series feel



Counterblasts series from Chatto commissioned 
polemical writing on a topical subject from well 
known authors not necessarily known for their 
views. Abopts a simple cover strategy with 
consistent spine and white front with title and 
author

Granta series exhibits some constency with 
layout of image but does not appear to be strictly 
adhered to.



Somewhat pastiche design of 200th anniversary 
publication about The Times



Difference between books with no connection 
(above) and books that have been designed as a 
series (below)



Advent of the Kindle (and other electronic devices) 
renders book design potentially redundant or 
potentially even more important to create desire 
for printed publications


